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The Magnificent How Many? 

A SF twist to Akira Kurosawa’s story. 
At least you don’t need a lot of figures. The Magnificent Seven by definition are 
seven, while the bandit, Calvera may have started off with between forty and 

forty-three men. 
So we have a small community on the backwater world of Cinecittà. The rustic 

inhabitants of the small village of Sin Esperanza have been bothered by bandits 
and have hired a bunch of gun slingers to deal with the problem. 

 

 
 
You might recognise both the figures and the photos. They’re from Brigade 

Models, the photos are from the website. 
http://www.brigademodels.co.uk/index.html 

 
The Gun Slingers. 
Well there are seven of them aren’t there? 

I suggest you have three bunches of two with Adams being a separate figure. He 
can act as a bunch on his own, but can join any other bunch as well. The Gun 

slingers are Riflemen and start the game as Truculent.  
 
The commander, Adams, has a chutzpah of 8 and a techno of 4, and has ‘mirror 

shades’ allowing him to cast the spell of ‘cool’.  
 

The Bandits. 
Let’s say we have five bunches of Thugs, each eight strong. Each bunch dices 
individually to see what its aggression is, after it has been deployed on the table.   

Calvera gets his own figure and he always counts as a truculent gunman if he 
has to fight. Like Adams he can act as a bunch on his own or join another bunch. 

http://www.brigademodels.co.uk/index.html
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If he’s on his own, he can be killed. If he joins another bunch he is the last one 
of that bunch to be killed.  

His men arrive mounted on their saurians but can dismount and fight on foot. 
When mounted they get a -1 to hit when shooting and cannot count as in cover.  

 
Calvera has a chutzpah of 8, a techno of 4, and cast the spell of ‘Reputation.’ 
 

 
 
The terrain.  

You’ve got the village. The map is based on the classic 1960 film, the Gun 
Slingers can set up in cover if they wish, the bandits can arrive on either of the 
arrows.  

Cinematically the bandits ought to ride into the town firing into the air, but I’ll 
not mandate it.  
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Playing the Game 
 The Gunmen set up. 

The Bandits arrive. 
 Mayhem ensues.  

 The winner is the last man standing. If Calvera is killed, his force routs 
and he’s lost. If Adams is killed, one of the other gunmen will become the 
commander.  

 
 

In case you want a somewhat bigger game we could use 

more figures. 

 
The Gunslingers. 

I suggest you have three bunches of ten with Adams being a separate figure. He 
can act as a bunch on his own, but can join any other bunch as well. The Gun 

slingers are Riflemen and start the game as Truculent.  
 
The commander, Adams, has a techno of 7 and a chutzpah of 5, and has ‘mirror 

shades’ allowing him to cast the spell of ‘cool’.  
He has a radio, which allows him to summon demons. He has on call artillery 

and also air support. 
Finally he has a counter battery radar team.  
 

He can set his men up anywhere in the village. 
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The Bandits. 
Here we’ll upgrade them as well. They can have seven bunches of ten, again 

they can be mounted. When a bunch comes under fire, or attempts to fire, then 
Calvera rolls a dice. 

 
1,2,3,4,5,6   They’re thugs 
7,8,9,10       They’re gunmen 

 
Then Calvera rolls for their aggression as normal.  

Calvera has a chutzpah of 8, a techno of 4, and cast the spell of ‘Reputation.’ 
He also has a radio and can summon demons. The only demons he has available 
are artillery. 

He also has an individual figure and can join any bunch if he wants to.  
 

Terrain 
With the original game the village was virtually the whole of the terrain with 
most fighting happening inside it, here we have a more conventional assault on 

a village. So the village is set up in the middle of the table, and is surrounded by 
some cover, peasants’ huts, walls, standing crops, but not a lot.  

 
Again, winning or losing is holding the village at the end of the game.  

 

 


